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Security Patch Release
This Patch Release addresses critical vulnerabilities; please consider deploying it as soon as possible. Not deploying this Patch Release may result
in remote service exploitation, security threats to users and exposure of
sensitive data.
Detailed vulnerability descriptions will be publicly disclosed no earlier
than ﬁve (5) working days after public availability of this Patch Release.
There is no indication that one or more of these vulnerabilities are already
getting exploited or that information about them is publicly circulating.

Copyright notice

c 2014 by Open-Xchange AG. All rights reserved. Open-Xchange and the
Open-Xchange logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Open-Xchange
AG. All other company and/or product names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their owners. Information contained in this document
is subject to change without notice.
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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.2.2-rev20
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This document provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have
been applied subsequently to shipping Patch Release #1619.
31343 CVE-2014-2392
CVSSv2: 3.3
31342 CVE-2014-2391
CVSSv2: 3.3
30588 Entire conversation will be marked as unread if you mark a
single message as unread
Entire conversation was marked as unread after selecting a single message
This has been ﬁxed by only rendering threads in vgrid in thread view.
30586 Entire conversation will be marked as read when selecting a
single message
Entire conversation was marked as read after selecting a single message
This has been ﬁxed by only rendering threads in vgrid in thread view.
30436 Print option available while selecting two distribution lists
A useless Print option was displayed when selecting two distribution lists
Now print action is only be shown if at least one contact is part of the selection.
30431 UNREAD styling does not change in expanded conversation
view
Styling of the message mark as unread does not change This has been ﬁxed
by refreshing thread summary on APIs ”refresh.list” event.
30388 Calendar error seen in App Suite logs for each UI reload action for users with disabled calendar module
In appsuite logs the error No permission for module: calendar. was displayed after reloading/refreshing the AppSuite UI. This has been ﬁxed by
adding capability check
30381 Expanded conversation view is not removed when sorting by
date
Conversation thread was still expanded after toggle the view to Date order This has been ﬁxed by closing all open threads when sort property is
changed, so they wont be rendered in non-threaded views.
30322 ”UUU” like chars instead of ”...” cut off marker in the E-Mail
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overview if the subject is very long
The subject had displayed broken UUU like characters as cut off marker
This has been ﬁxed by changing markup to prevent issues with font awesome in combination with text-overﬂow ellipsis
30298 Conversations - There’s an option to mark the Entire thread
as ”Read” - but theres no option to mark as ”Unread”
In a thread change from read/unread the dropdown was not updated Solution is that now whenever the status of a message is changed in a thread
the dropdown is updated.
30243 ”Flag” section pops up when clicking outside a mail
When clicking the outside border of a very small mail, the ”Flags” section
pops up. This has been ﬁxed by correctly setting the interactive area for
the ”ﬂags” section.
30008 Sending E-Mails do not update the folder view of ”Send objects” or ”Drafts” instantly
Draftfolder and ”Send objects” have not been updated because a broken
typo. Fixed typo, but note: ”Instantly” is 3 seconds, otherwise UI is too fast
and doesn’t get the new items.
29831 Missing extension point to hide multiple attachment upload
at mail
Certain browsers have trouble correctly managing multiple ﬁle uploads. To
work around this, an extension point has been implemented at the core
frontend and a custom plugin to deny multiple ﬁle uploads.
29733 Plain-text preview removes line breaks
Previewing plain-text attachments did not maintain any line breaks of the
attachment. This has been ﬁxed by correctly sanitizing the attachments
content.
29704 Task print view shows incorrect time information
Print view of tasks did not take the timezone offset for start/end date or reminders into account. This has been ﬁxed by applying the timezone offset
to any time values shown in print view for tasks.
29677 Folder name within a context menu does not update when renaming
When renaming a folder, the context menu did still show the previous
folder name. This has been solved by correctly updating the context menu
after renaming the folder.
29673 Empty popup remains when closing task recurrence setting
When selecting a recurrence pattern for tasks, a small section of the corresponding popup remained after closing it. This has been solved by entirely
removing the popup when closing it.
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29597 Different contact ﬁeld sorting in edit and detail view
Some communication related information was shown in different order for
the edit and the detail view. This has been uniﬁed and both views now
show the same order.
29492 Incorrect folder sort order with Safari
Based on a browser bug, the Safari browser did present a different sort
order of folders than other browsers. This has been solved by removing
a client-side sorting of folders and relying on the order thats given by the
backend.
29281 Every manual save operation on mail creates a new draft mail
When manually saving a mail as draft, a new copy has been created each
time. This has been solved by updating the previously saved draft mail
rather than creating a new one.
29271 Contacts view panel contains out-dated data when switching
to an empty folder
When selecting a contact and switching to an empty contact folder, the previously selected contact data was still shown in some cases. This has been
ﬁxed by updating the detail section when entering empty folders as well.
29086 Restoring applications only works for mail
Works now for all apps except distribution lists.
29085 Animation of the ”Refresh” icon sometimes triggered seconds
later
Same as bug #28755.
28776 Remove headline ”Private” shown in the folder list of the address boook when no public or shared folders are available
Applied for all apps/foldertrees, not only ”contacts”.
28775 Refresh circle does not react when clicked
The refresh circle is now stopped correctly.
28756 Incorrect sorting of tasks on refresh
When creating tasks, their sort order has not been automatically applied to
the conﬁgured order. This has been solved.
28705 Mail folder with a dot in its name breaks the mail app
When dealing with mail folders that may contain a dot character, the mail
app suffered a loss of functionality and did freeze in a reproducible way.
This has been solved by honouring dots as valid folder name elements.
28558 Folder name at the footer does not update when navigating
between modules
When switching modules, the current folder name did not update. This has
been ﬁxed by reloading the folder name at this place when switching modules, not just when switching folders.
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28042 Amount of contacts and tasks not indicated by the footer bar
While other modules did show the amount of items within the current
folder at its footer bar, this information was missing for contacts and task
folders. This has been solved.
27692 Hide the folder option ”Add public folder” when public folder
access has been disabled
Now checking for capability ”edit public folders”.
27635 Distribution lists cannot be imported as vcard ﬁle from E-Mails
Importing distribution lists that got sent as vCard ﬁle (e.g. attached to an
E-Mail), could not be imported to the users contacts folder. This has been
solved by correctly converting such vCard ﬁles and using the correct dialog
for saving them.
27542 ”Select all” mail checkbox feature does not work for un-choosing
after email search results into a single mail
Problem was a simple boundary calculation error, which ”deactivates” the
”select all” checkbox if the list contains 0 or 1 element. Of course, the checkbox should only be deactivated, when the list is empty.
27136 Position of mini calendar is not exactly below the date ﬁeld
in create appointment window of Calendar
Add new position calculation function for date picker in relation to the input element.
27073 ”Create” button continuous click creates tasks multiple times
Once hitting ”Save”, the app window changes state to ”busy”. All controls
are disabled, so user cannot click any controls twice.
26712 Draft mail does not get deleted automatically when draft is
ﬁnished and sent
Senttype from draft mails was set wrong This has been ﬁxed by correctly
setting the sendtype for an edited draft mail and adding deleteDraftOnTransport = true as an url parameter.
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Tests

The Open-Xchange QA team has successfully veriﬁed all bug ﬁxes that could
be reproduced within a lab environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration testing.
All bug ﬁxes have been checked for potential side effects and changed
behavior. Unless explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect
any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

31343, 31342, 30588, 30586, 30436, 30431, 30388, 30381, 30322, 30298,
30243, 30008, 29831, 29733, 29704, 29677, 29673, 29597, 29492, 29281,
29271, 29086, 29085, 28776, 28775, 28756, 28705, 28558, 28042, 27692,
27635, 27542, 27136, 27073, 26712,
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